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SSPR FAQs

Do we have to enroll users to use self-service in FastPass?

Many users forget the answers to their challenge questions. What do you 
propose to make the Q/A process user friendly?

Can FastPass reset the local PC password when the user is working from 
home?

No - not for all users. If you have the users cellphone numbers, FastPass can use the number from AD or in 
other ways uploaded to FastPass. Answers from otrher systems to some simple questions can be uploaded 
too. Remember however, that the value of the verification process depends on the fact that ONLY THE 
USER knows the answers!

Two ideas. One: Let users formulate their own questions – it is then more likely that they can remember 
the answer. Two: Formulate questions where the user can find the answer instead of remember it. As 
examples: What is the number on your private key to your house? Give the four digits on your favorite 
credit card position 5-8. 

For more suggestions on good questions in general read the: Best practices guide to self-service of 
passwords 

Yes. The PC must have access to internet and your company must have a VPN connection. 

For more details click here.

What languages are supported?

FastPass supports more than 30 different languages. You can per user group configure which language 
to use. In addition FastPass automatically adapts to the choice of language in the browser.

For end user language support, click here.

https://www.fastpasscorp.com/why-fastpass/insights/best-practices-for-password-self-service/
https://www.fastpasscorp.com/why-fastpass/insights/best-practices-for-password-self-service/
https://www.flipsnack.com/fastpasscorp/fastpass-password-manager.html
https://www.fastpasscorp.com/solutions/self-service-password-reset/features/


We need a very secure verification for a few selected groups of employees. 
How can FastPass help?

What is best: FastPass on-premise or Cloud?

How long does it take to implement?

How quickly can a proof of concept be setup?

The most secure verification is done by someone who knows the user and who is trusted by the 
organization. You can configure FastPass to force manager approval for selected groups with security 
sensitive users. Instead of manager approval it can be a trusted colleague.

Functionally you can configure the same solution for the users in both situations. We recommend that your 
IT-strategy should decide whether to go for in-house or cloud. The FastPass Cloud solution has however 
access to more operational data than the on-premise version, so the dashboards and reporting with the 
cloud offer more.

For AD-only implementations we see it done within a timeframe of 1-2 weeks. For complex installations with 
IBM mainframes and SAP we see that it might take up to 3 months. With FastPass Cloud the technical part 
is even shorter.

With FastPass a POC can be up and running within a day. With additional target systems (SAP/Oracle etc.) 
expect to add some more days.
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What out of the box interfaces are available for integrating with ITSM?

FastPass easily integrates with any ITSM system. (e.g. Remedy, Microfocus Service Request Center 
Software, Service Now, Wendia POB).



What security accreditation has the tool got?

What operating systems does the client support and is there a BYOD/ 
optimized website version?

What automated reporting and notifications can be configured to detect 
suspicious behavior?

What is the largest user base this tool has been implemented on?

FastPass V4 has been penetration tested by Backbone Security.com Inc. - 811 Ann St. Stroudsburg PA 
18360

The Self-Service Client for PC supports Windows 7 and Windows 10. For BYOD and browsers, the client is 
in responsive design and adapts to basically all devices.

Notifications can be setup to notify on unusual number of access from individual users having multiple 
failed attempts.

Installations with 100,000+ users in operation.
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Can the solution be setup in a standalone implementation rather than Multi-
tenant Fastpass cloud?

The FastPass solution is available for on-premise as well as for FastPass Cloud. Service Providers can 
operate their own multi-tenant cloud solution.

https://www.fastpasscorp.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/FastPassCorp-Penetration-Test-Report-2020v2.pdf

